
TEAMWILL announces the acquisition of AVANTALION to strengthen its 

presence in Europe and accelerate its links to Asia in the consulting sector. 

Frankfurt, June 28, 2022 – Teamwill confirms its strategy of supporting its clients in their

transformation by announcing the acquisition of AVANTALION Consulting Group, a German

company with a staff of around 30 offering recognised expertise in consulting in the financial

services sector.

Since 2007, AVANTALION has been assisting major players in the automotive finance and

mobility industry in their growth and transformation projects in Europe, Asia and the United States,

thanks to their extensive project experience and methodological expertise.

After integrating four companies in three years, this merger with one of the leading firms in this

field is in line with Teamwill's growth strategy, thus extending the scope of its services

internationally. AVANTALION's strategic presence in Germany reinforces Teamwill's customer

proximity model in Europe and contributes to its links to Asia through their subsidiary in Singapore.

The union of the two groups will enable the new entity to accelerate its growth and develop new

offers on the international scene. The sustained growth of the two organisations is aimed at a

turnover of €100 million and 1,000 employees by 2024.

ABOUT TEAMWILL

Founded in 2004, Teamwill is the national leader in Business & IT solutions dedicated to credit and

specialised finance.

Its 500 expert consultants in 7 countries support major international retail banks, specialised

finance companies and automotive captives in redefining their front-to-back processes and

integrating the market's leading software solutions.

ABOUT AVANTALION

Founded in 2007, AVANTALION is a successful, independent expert consultancy, characterised by

years of international experience and supported by a strong team of talented consultants.

Through their extensive project experience and methodological competence, they support their

clients on a daily basis in the areas of business expansion, transformation and optimisation. Their

customer portfolio consists mainly of players in the automotive finance and mobility sector as well as

the industry sector.

PRESS RELEASE

“We are delighted that AVANTALION has joined our

team. This project is part of a clear dynamic for Teamwill

and together we have very strong development

ambitions in the field of consulting.”

Anis Chakroun, President and Founder of

Teamwill Group.

“Joining Teamwill is an opportunity for us to open up to other sectors, to benefit from their proven

expertise in the credit market and to strengthen our consulting know-how. Their solid growth

model and our shared vision make us confident in our choice.”

Bijan Khashabian, Partner of AVANTALION Consulting Group.
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